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Abstract—We present eBDtheque, a database of various comic book images and their ground truth for panels, balloons and text lines plus semantic annotations. The database consists of a hundred pages of various comic book albums, Franco-Belgian, American comics and mangas. Additionally, we present the piece of software used to establish the ground truth and a tool to validate results against this ground truth. Everything is publicly available for scientific use on http://ebdtheque.univ-lr.fr.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past century, a gigantic amount of comic books has been produced, mostly by United-States, Japan and western Europe. Just like music, movies and books a few years ago, comics books are now on their way to the digital world pulling a noticeable amount of research works regarding enhancement concerns. Perspectives are various, starting from interactive reading, automatic translation and text-to-speech to information retrieval into big comic books databases. A special interest is taken into reading-on-small-devices, such as smartphones and tablets, which seems to be the current background target of most researches. The two main bottlenecks to these goals achievements are the image segmentation and the semantic retrieval. The first problem is addressed in numerous papers with a special focus on panel extraction [1], [2], speech balloons [3], [4] and text recognition [5], [6]. But we are also witnessing a growing interest for the latter. A few works have recently been dedicated to screenplay panels ordering [7]–[9] or automatic content conversion of comics images using a knowledge ontology assisted approach [10].

With the analysis and processing of data comes the need of the output results evaluation. Traditionally, this evaluation is made by validating the results of an algorithm with a ground truth that represents what an ideal output should be [11]–[13]. Ideally, such a ground truth is made publicly available so anyone can challenge his own algorithm to the community [14]. This can be applied to any kind of results from image segmentation to classification or information retrieval.

Being in need of comic books material and an associated ground truth for the ongoing eBDtheque project1, we noticed that there is not such dataset publicly available for scientific purpose. Therefore, we decided to gather the first comic books database in association with several renowned authors and to build up the corresponding ground truth according to our current concerns which are image segmentation and semantic analysis.

This paper introduces the eBDtheque database. The second section presents the comic books corpus, how it has been selected and what it is made of. The ground truth itself, its construction’s protocol, structure and content are detailed in the third section. The fourth part is dedicated to the presentation of the construction and evaluation tools made available to the community Section V concludes this paper.

II. CORPUS

Scott McCloud defined a comic as being “juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer” [15]. His definition is voluntary large enough to cover all the different style of comic books that have been produced so far. However, this heterogeneity in style has to be taken into account during the image analysis process for anyone who wants to claim for a sound and robust comic books’ elements extraction algorithm. Indeed, the efficiency of an algorithm will depend on its ability to deal with position, shape and style of the elements, as well as their graphical relationship, it is aiming to recognize. For example, for panel detection there are several methods either based on corners and edges [16], connected components [6] or straight lines [2] but they all fail for certain comics’ styles. Considering that point, several comic books authors with their own specific style have been asked to provide material for the construction of this ground truth database. We collected a corpus of a hundred pages with the following properties:

- Published between 1905 and 2012. 29 pages of the corpus have been released before 1953 and between 2000 and 2012. The result comes with different degrees of quality, paper degradation and printing process (e.g. 3 color ink dots, ink jet, laser).
- 46 pages, from 14 different albums, have been digitized with a resolution of 600 dots-per-inch into lossless PNG files by the A3DNum2 company. The

1http://ebdtheque.univ-lr.fr/context/
2http://www.a3dnum.fr
others 54 have been downloaded straight from 11 web comics websites with JPEG loss compression. The resolution varies from 72 to 300 dots-per-inch, resulting in heterogeneous image quality properties.

- 72 of these pages are colorful (tint areas, watercolors, manually or computer-assisted), shades of gray have been used for 16 of them and 12 were printed in black and white. One album provided both colored and black and white pages so image analysis algorithms can be tested and tuned with or without colors out of the equation. Additionally, 5 images are double pages. Moreover, each page has different structure and content.

- Panels’ frame shapes are various as well. While most of the panels are fully fenced with a black line, a noticeable amount of them are only half-closed, i.e. a part of the panel is indistinguishable from the page background. On two pages, panels are not even out-framed with a black line, their boundaries being materialized by the difference in color between the panel and the background. Nine pages contain overlapping panels and a lot more of them contain couples of panels sharing one or more pictorial objects. Finally, 12 pages contain only full frame-less panels.

- Balloons and text shapes are also quite heterogeneous. 33 pages contain text out of any balloon, 8 of them don’t contain any balloon at all. Balloons can be closed or half-closed, oval, rectangular, peaky, wavy, with or without tail and with a white or yellow background.

- Text is handwritten on 39 pages and computer-written on the other 61. 18 pages contain out of balloon onomatopoeias. 13 pages are written in English, 6 in Japanese, the rest of them are in French.

Due to copyright concerns, we do not have the rights of use on recent American comics yet. That is the reason why the presented corpus is mainly made of French and royalty-free material. We are looking forward to extend it both in size and completeness for the next version of the dataset.

This first version is composed of 100 pages, from which 848 panels, 1091 balloons and 4667 text lines have been annotated.

III. GROUND TRUTH CONSTRUCTION

Building an annotated ground truth always requires a lot of time and concentration from the experts. We kindly had the contribution of 20 people during one day to build this first ground truth. They are mostly all related to research in computer science and some are from the administration department. Specific instructions have been given before and throughout the session to all the participants regarding the use of the groundtruthing software (see section IV) and the protocol to follow for clipping and annotating the pages.

A. Visual segmentation protocol

In order to cover a wide range of possible research matters, it has been decided to extract three different type of objects from the corpus: text lines, balloons and panels. We decided to do this first ground truth by drawing horizontal bounding boxes as close as possible from the feature and including all its pixels in order to proceed a maximum of pages in the allotted time. This precision level is used in several, widely used datasets [11], [17]. Each element of the page follows specific guidelines according to the rules below:

1) Text lines: Text lines are defined as a group of written characters aligned towards the same direction. As emotions and expressions are often materialized with a single character (for instance ‘!’ is used to express surprise and ‘?’ a lack of understanding), it is also considered as being a text line. We labelled all the type of text (e.g. speech text, illustrative, graphic sound, narrative) at line level. Note, we kept using the horizontal bounding box level for homogeneous purpose but it is not appropriate for non horizontal text line, see Fig. 1a.

2) Balloons: Balloons are defined as an area surrounding a block of text lines, graphically represented by a boundary and/or a tail\(^3\). It is very uncommon that a balloon does not contain anything at all but, even if so and that it matches the above criteria, it is still considered as being a balloon. The bounding box passes through the tail. The reason is the shape and size of the tail, often very different from the balloon’s, that may alter the bounding box (see Fig. 1b). In case of suggested balloon contour, the bounding box is defined around the contained feature (e.g. text, drawing), see Fig. 1b.

3) Panels: Panels are defined as an image area picturing a single scene. They can be framed and the bounding box will be defined as close as possible to the frame. They can be frame-less, in that case the bounding box will be set according to the contained drawings, see Fig. 1c. In both cases, text and overlapping features are ignored. There is necessarily at least one panel in a page.

These three kinds of element are independent from each others. A balloon does not necessarily have to be contained in a panel, as well as a text line in a balloon (nor in a panel by extension either).
B. Semantic annotation

Once segmented, each object is annotated with a set of predefined metadata as follows.

1) Panels: Each panel is annotated with a rank metadata which stand for its position in the reading sequence. The first panel to be read on a given page has its rank property set to 1, while the last one’s is set to n, with n the number of panels in the page.

2) Balloons: Balloons are also annotated with a rank property. However, as balloons are not explicitly bounded to any panel, their rank is set according to the page as a whole. For a page containing m balloons, the first balloon’s rank will be 1 and the last will be m. Moreover, two additional metadata are given. First, the shape is indicated, picking a value from the enumeration {cloud, oval, peak, rectangle, suggested} as pictured in Fig. 2. Finally, the pointing direction of a balloon’s tail is given through the queueDirection property. The possible values are the eight cardinal directions plus a ninth additional value for the lack of a tail: {N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, none}.

3) Text lines: Each text line is associated with its transcription in capital letters.

4) Pages: Each page has been annotated with bibliographical information, so that anyone using this database can find the appropriate comic books. Among the first ones comes the page number (pageNumber) the comic book title, from which the page has been picked up, and its release date (albumTitle, releaseDate), the series it belongs to (collectionTitle), the authors and editor names (writerName, drawerName, editorName) and, finally, the website and/or ISBN (website, ISBN). The album title is not mandatory for webcomics. Structural information about the page content has been added as well, such as resolution (resolution), reading direction (readingDirection), main language of the written text (language) and single or double page image (doublePage).

The combination of visual segmentation and semantic annotation provides the advantage to make this ground truth database relevant for image analysis evaluation and semantic retrieval.

C. Structure

As we wanted to keep the database file system simple and easy to share, semantic and visual annotations on a given page are gathered in a single SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics)4 file. Besides being royalty-free and actively maintained by a W3C working group, the SVG format fulfils two essential needs for this database.

First, in association with a recent Internet browser or your favorite image viewer, it provides a simple, fast and elegant way to display the visual segmentation of any desired object over a comic book page. Different kind of objects (e.g. panels, balloons) can be displayed in different ways according to CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) properties defined for each of them, see Fig. 3. Each layer can be displayed or not in order to enhance the clearness of the annotations when browsing the database. Secondly, SVG being a XML-based language, it makes the integration of semantic annotation very easy via the use of the predefined metadata element.

One ground truth file contains the complete description of one comics image. There is no hierarchical link between pages from a same comic book. Following the basic XML and encoding information, a SVG file starts with a root <svg> element containing the title of the document, <title>, and four <svg> children with different class attributes. The annotations are the same for all the <svg> nodes, each of them describing one kind of element (e.g. panel, balloon) according to its class attribute. The first <svg> element, <svg class="Page">, has two children. The first one is <image> and contains a link to the corresponding image file and the size it has to be displayed. The next child is a <metadata> element containing the bibliographical information described in III-B4. The three following <svg> siblings, <svg class="Panel">, <svg class="Balloon"> and <svg class="Line"> respectively contain the annotations on panels, balloons and text lines. They all contain SVG <polygon> elements with a list of five points in a point attribute that define the position of the bounding box’s corners. Note that the fifth point equal the first one to “close” the polygon according to the SVG format. Those points are used by the viewer to draw polygons over the page. Each <polygon> has a <metadata> child to store information on the corresponding polygon, according to the attributes list described in III-B.

D. Error evaluation

When so many different persons are involved in the creation of a graphical ground truth, it is very difficult, if not

---

4http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/
impossible, to have a perfectly homogeneous segmentation. Therefore, in addition to the package of pages he was in charge of, each participant has been asked to annotate the panels of a final page. This page was the same for everybody and was chosen for its graphical components heterogeneity. It contains ten panels from which, four are full-fenced, five half-fenced and one is completely frameless, see Fig. 4. This heterogeneity is somehow representative of the whole corpus.

We defined an acceptable error for the position of a corner given by several persons. Image being of different definitions, using a percentage of the page size makes more sense than using a specific number of pixels. We set this percentage $p$ at 0.5% of the page height and width in $x$ and $y$. Given the test image's definition of 750x1060 pixels, this makes a delta of +/- 5 pixels in $y$ axis and +/- 4 pixels in $x$ axis.

We asked to each one of the twenty involved persons to draw the four points bounding box of the panels ignoring text area. A mean position from the twenty different values has been calculated for each of them. Then, the distance of each point to its mean value is computed. Fig. 5 shows the amount of corners for a distance, centered on zero. Given the threshold $p = 0.5$, 87.5% of pointed corners can be considered as being homogeneous over the group of labeling people. The overall mean standard deviation on this page reaches 1.13 pixels for the width, and 1.28 pixels for the height. The two bumps, at -40 and 15, are related to the missegmentation of 13 of the 80 panels. Indeed, instructions have been misunderstood by some people who included text area outside of the panels or missed some panel’s part. Fig. 4 shows the difference between areas labeled as a panel by at least one person and areas labeled by everybody. However, mistakes of this kind have been manually corrected by a post-production pass.

Even though the error criterion has only been estimated on panels, it is reasonable to extend it to balloons and text lines as well. Indeed, the segmentation protocol being quite similar for all features (bounding box as close as possible to the object), the observed standard deviation of panel corner positions has no reason to be different from balloons and text lines.

IV. ASSOCIATED TOOLS

A. ToonShop

We developed a ground truth software called ToonShop, that assisted users during the construction of this dataset. It has been developed using Java programming language version 6 and uses public libraries, like Java Advanced Imaging (JAI) and Apache Batik, to handle images and SVG files. This tool allows users to create, modify or delete polygons on separate layers. Each layer refers to a kind of feature, namely panels, balloons, lines of text and with a possible extension to characters, objects and so on. Polygons are automatically colorized with a unique color, accordingly to their attached layer (e.g. panel, balloon, text). Semantic annotations on pages and polygons have been added through ToonShop as well.

B. Validation

In addition to the database, we provide a tool to evaluate the recall and precision of our panels and balloons extraction’s algorithm regarding the ground truth. The validation process is based on the work of Wolf [19] who addressed the issue of region segmentation evaluation and its specificities.

Let $S_a = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ and $S_b = \{b_1, \ldots, b_m\}$ be respectively the sets of $n$ extracted and $m$ ground truthed same kind of objects (panels or balloons). The number of correctly segmented objects in $S_a$ is obtained by comparing each of its elements to the matching element, or elements, in the ground truth. Region splitting and region merging are not unfamiliar to image segmentation. Indeed, it happens that a visual feature is well recognized except for a mismatch in the
amount of segmented features. So, rather than putting those results to a null score, a penalty function $f$ is introduced to lower the output value of the evaluation. An element $a_i$ is considered validated if the recall and precision of the shared pixels with its matching element(s) are respectively higher than two thresholds $t_r$ and $t_p$. Then, this element is given a score $s$ depending on which of the following cases it belongs to:

- **One-To-One validation**, $a_i$ is matching one element $b_j$ of $S_b$, $s = 1$.
- **One-To-Many validation**, $a_i$ is matching a subset $S'_b$ of $S_b$, $|S'_b| > 1$, $s = 1 - f(|S'_b|)$.
- **Many-To-One validation**, $a_i$ is part of a subset $S'_{a_i}$ of $S_a$, $|S'_{a_i}| > 1$, which is matching one element $b_j$ of $S_b$, $s = 1 - f(|S'_{a_i}|)$.

The penalty function $f$ does not necessarily have to be the same for merges and splits, so they can be sanctioned differently. We chose $f(x) = \ln(x)$.

Thresholds $t_r$ and $t_p$ are not set to any particular values. They can vary from 0 (which will validate any intersection) to 1 (which will only validate perfect matchings) by 0.1 steps. This produces a 10-by-10 matrix that can be summed to obtain a final performance value. Results for a given couple of values can be exported to a set of comparison SVG files.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the eBDtheque database, a ground truth on comic books containing spatial and semantic annotations. The corpus has been introduced as well as the construction protocol. The database is available to the community on http://ebdtheque.univ-lr.fr, with the evaluation tools.

New semantic annotations, such as the view angle or the shot type of a panel, will soon be added by domain experts. Type of balloons (e.g. speech, thought, narration, illustrative) and the affiliation between objects are two points that will be expressed as well.
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